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PREFACE

If this is your first time picking up a copy of Shema Koleinu - welcome to Beth Jacob!
What you are holding in your hand is our thirteenth edition of a compilation of Rosh
Hashanah essays, thoughts and musings from members of our community, assembled
with the hope of adding understanding and meaning to these special days. Beth Jacob
is the spiritual home to a wide range of congregrants, and Shema Koleinu celebrates
this mix of threads and colors which comprise the fabric of our community. Taken as a
whole, this publication is a beautiful expression of the wonderfully diverse community
in which we live. We are sure you will find each article both insightful and thought
provoking, and it is our hope that Shema Koleinu 5779 will serve as a source of
inspiration on these Holy Days.
We would like to thank the following people for their help in crafting this publication:
Mrs. Tzina Fishman for the publication’s sophisticated design, and for the hours of
work dedicated to the layout; Abbey Lewis for the back cover drawing; the Shema
Koleinu sponsors for their generosity; and the contributing authors for sharing their
thoughts to enrich our Rosh Hashanah experience.
May Hashem hear (Shema) our voices (Koleinu) and grant us a happy, healthy, and
sweet New Year.
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THE LAST
ROSH HASHANAH

No one is guaranteed they’ll be around tomorrow
Rabbi Emanuel Feldman

Irate Ira: That’s how we knew him, this loyal member of my congregation for decades.
Loyal, yes, but always complaining, always whining about something that was not right
with the shul. It became a playful game between us. After every Shabbos davening
I would ask Irate Ira how things went today, and on cue he would respond with his
litany: the singing was off key, or one couldn’t hear the chazzan, or too many children
making noise, or loud chatter out in the lobby, or I forgot to give mazel tov on so-andso’s engagement, or the siddurim are old, they’re coming apart. Complaints were his
lifeblood, as natural to him as breathing.
The High Holidays were manna from Heaven for Ira, a gift basket of potential mistakes
and oversights. Hundreds of things could go wrong, and for Ira they all did: The
bathrooms were overcrowded; davening took too long; too much talking in shul; airconditioning was too strong; air-conditioning was too weak; the acoustics need fixing;
they should’ve given Eisenberg an aliyah; why does Goldberg get all those honors.
After one Rosh Hashanah, in keeping with our traditional ritual, I asked Ira how
things went, and I braced myself for the usual torrent. But Ira just smiled and said,
“Rabbi, it was great. Everything was perfect.”
“Ira,” I said, “you gotta be kidding. No problems this year, no critiques? Are you okay?”
Ira smiled again. “Rabbi, something very funny happened to me during Mussaf. I was
really upset the way the chazzan was stretching things out. It was getting late, the clock
was moving, Rosh Hashanah is a long davening as it is, but he seemed totally oblivious
to the time. Every single line was a different melody. Fine, congregational singing
is nice, but enough already! With every passing minute I became more upset, really
agitated, jumping out of my skin. Why was the chazzan kvetching so much? And then
out of the blue something strange came over me. I said to myself: Ira, you’re already
well over 80. How many more Rosh Hashanahs are you going to experience? Who
knows, maybe you won’t even be around next Rosh Hashanah. No guarantees, Ira. You
might never hear another magnificent Rosh Hashanah Mussaf ever again. This could
be your very last one….
“You won’t believe this, Rabbi, but that idea sobered me up, calmed me down. I lost
all my edginess, my jumpiness. All the tension and anxiety melted away, and all of
sudden the words of the davening were speaking to me personally. I savored every
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word, loved every sound. Because I realized that, yes, maybe, who knows, but this could
theoretically be my last Rosh Hashanah Mussaf. I became transformed, like a new
person.”
“You mean that knowing that this might be your last High Holidays made you actually
feel better?”
“Exactly, because then I knew it was out my hands. G-d was in control, He was making
the decisions, He was in charge. Like we say in Unesaneh Tokef, “Who will live and
who will die, who will have a full length of years and who will not….” So if we take that
seriously, a few extra minutes in shul on Rosh Hashanah should be a privilege, Rabbi,
and not something to agitate us. Same goes for complaining: Next year I might not be
around to complain about anything. So I’m gonna take each day as it comes. After all
these years I finally figured it out. I’m not in charge. Someone Else is.”
“Ira,” I replied, “ that is terrific. I wish you had told me all this earlier. You could have
been the topic for my High Holiday sermon.”
Ira is no longer in This World — he lived into his nineties — and I miss him and our
regular sweet-sour “lemon squeeze” rituals, but that Mussaf epiphany did something
to him. Irate Ira became genial Ira, and his perpetual scowl turned into a radiant smile.
Ira taught a crucial lesson, one that applies not only to Rosh Hashanah but to every
hour of every day. Whenever one is irritated by any of life’s myriad frustrations, bear
in mind Ira’s lesson: Who knows if you’ll still be here tomorrow to experience this
frustration? So ignore it and savor the positive in your life today, because there’s no
guarantee that tomorrow you will be able to be frustrated about anything.
Thank you, Ira, for what you taught us. I assume that when you finally
reached the Heavenly spheres you didn’t find too much to complain about.
(Originally featured in Mishpacha, Issue 682. Reprinted with permission from Mishpacha magazine.)
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LEADING THE LEADER
Yonasan Gavant

Being privileged to lead the Yamim Noraim davening at Beth Jacob the past six years, the
thought ‘leading the leader’ has dawned on me. Here I am, a grandson of Milton and Janice
Gavant, a”h, married to a granddaughter of Abe and Faye Esral, yb”l, given the opportunity
of leading this holy congregation on the holiest days of the year - a congregation which, in
turn, led my own family and me to where we are today.
Like many Jews in post-World War II Atlanta, the Gavants and Esrals were ‘Conservadox.’
They affiliated with the strong Conservative Judaism movement in Atlanta at the time.
But they were always respectful and attentive to their Jewish traditions and heritage. In
the 1950s, they lived across the hall from each other in the Rock Springs Apartments and
were affiliated with and regular participants in the services and activities at the nearby
Congregation Shearith Israel. The few observant Jews they interacted with were the clergy
at Shearith Israel or the teachers and administration at the fledgling Atlanta Hebrew
Academy, which coincidentally was being housed in Shearith Israel’s educational building
next to the synagogue. In the early 1960s, our families built homes on ‘new’ Biltmore Drive.
Then, Congregation Beth Jacob relocated to its current location on Lavista Road. Soon after,
Rabbi and Mrs. Emanuel Feldman and family would move just down the street.
Zaidy Abe jokes that they weren’t ready to go to Beth Jacob, so Beth Jacob came to them!
He still gets emotional recalling the fact that the shul just ‘happened’ to move in around the
corner from where they chose to live.
It was only a matter of time before the kids on the block started walking with Rabbi Emanuel
to shul on Shabbos. My grandmother Janice, a”h, would fondly recall to us the ‘Pied Piper’ of
Biltmore Drive heading to shul after collecting some of the boys and girls who lived on the
street. My father was one of those children, and while it seemed cute and insignificant at the
time, it indeed had a powerful influence on him.
The Esrals were also profoundly impacted by the Feldmans and Beth Jacob. Bubby Faye
recalls that initially, she was hesitant and perhaps intimidated about walking into the
Orthodox Beth Jacob. But, after hearing Rabbi Emanuel speak just one time, she decided
then and there that she wanted to join this shul. She felt the truth penetrating from his
eloquent words and, together with her husband, was inspired to grow spiritually. She and
Zaidy Abe became regulars at Beth Jacob and ultimately, influential members for decades,
including Abe serving as president of the shul.
The Feldmans, Esrals, and Gavants had a Hebrew Academy carpool together for many years,
driving to the school first relocated to the old AJCC on Peachtree Road and then to the
facility on North Druid Hills Road. Those memories and stories are still recalled fondly by
the former carpool members. Rabbi Emanuel, who would often drive carpool himself, was a
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living example to the children that you can be frum, normal, and even fun at the same time.
This informal influence was significant for both my father-in-law, a”h, and, yb”l, my father.
The motivation provided by Congregation Beth Jacob and the encouragement of Rabbi and
Mrs. Feldman were important reasons my father went away for high school to Talmudical
Academy in Baltimore and my father-in-law, a”h, attended Ner Israel and other yeshivos all of which shaped their lives profoundly.
So, you can begin to appreciate what I mean when I say that this shul and community have
been so influential in what my own immediate family is today — I am grateful and blessed
to have been raised in an observant home, attended Jewish day schools and yeshivos locally
and in Israel, and married a like-minded girl from a wonderful frum family - named Esral.
With these thoughts in mind, you can perhaps understand how deeply humbling it is for me
to lead this shul, knowing that I stand before you because of the tireless efforts of those who
guided and built this very congregation for generations.

Without a doubt, the Yamim Noraim are the highlights of the year for me. They are days
when we allow our neshamos, our souls, to shine forth and express their unbridled longing
for spiritual growth and connection to Hashem.
Rav Hirsch teaches that the word l’hispallel, which means to pray, is a reflexive verb,
indicating that prayer is something which changes the one who prays. I readily relate to his
words when davening with this kehila on Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur – I feel changed,
uplifted, and inspired by our collective voice of heartfelt tefilla.
Walking out of shul when Yom Kippur was over one year, I heard someone remark, “Well,
I guess it’s back to real life now.” I think he had it backwards. These days are the “real life,”
and our goal is to tap into their spiritual energy as best we can, to carry us through the rest
of the year.
Sometimes we lose sight of the journey so many before us took. That history doesn’t always
seem relevant to us as we deal with our own lives, our own concerns. But that personal
history was ‘real.’ It is why we are here today. Similarly, sometimes we lose sight of the ‘real’
spiritual journey that is our lives and that comes to the fore during the Yamim Noraim. If
we utilize these days, they can help us realize our spiritual potential and we can grow ever
closer to our Father and King.
I look forward to joining you again on our annual journey to higher realms. May you and
your family be blessed with a kesiva v’chasima tova and a healthy, happy year, filled with
spiritual growth and Hashem’s blessings.
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THE “RIGHT” NAME
Jennifer Friedman

Naming our oldest was easy - Natan Aryeh was named for both Nachi’s grandfather,
as well as Nachi’s friend Aryeh Siedenfield, z”l, who was killed in a house fire along
with three of his siblings. After the bris, Ms. Siedenfield approached us with tears in
her eyes. “Thank you for naming your baby after Aryeh,” she said. “I know you chose
Natan for your grandfather, but my second son was also named Natan. Thank you for
elevating both of their neshamos.”
Elisheva Masha, named for my grandmother, was also an easy choice. But when it
came time to name baby number three, there didn’t seem to be one name we could
agree on. Even when she was born shortly before Shabbos, nothing struck us as just
right. So although we had a few ideas, Nachi went back to Toco Hills for Shabbos and
I was stuck explaining to the nurses that the baby was still nameless.
After Shabbos, Nachi came back to the hospital and shared another idea for a name
that occurred to him on Shabbos. We instantly agreed that the name was perfect. After
naming our daughter Adira Emunah in Shul, we announced our choice on Facebook
for all to see.
The voice message we got from Ms. Siedenfield shortly after was one we have listened
to many times and will never forget. “I don’t know what we did to merit having our
families so closely connected” she started off her message. “I know you didn’t know this
- but my daughter who died in the fire was named Adira Emunah.”
It is said that when parents name a child, they experience ruach haKodesh (Divine
Inspiration). We named Adira without any idea of how special the name truly was.
May we all continue to experience Hashem’s hand in all that we do, and may we merit
to raise our children to Torah, Chupa and Ma’asim Tovim (good deeds).
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BLACK DIAMOND
Sarah (Azran) Pachter

One winter vacation, our family went skiing in beautiful Park City, Utah. While in the
ski lodge taking a break, I saw a woman wearing a shirt with the following sentence
written across the top: I’m difficult. A picture of a black diamond appeared just below
those words.
I thought it was cute and didn’t think much more of it. But later, back on the slopes,
I wondered: How does the mountain resort determine if a slope is green, blue, or black
diamond-level? What are the elements that make for a difficult terrain? How do they
measure such levels of difficulty?
There are, in fact, three factors that determine a slope’s degree of difficulty: how narrow
the path is, how steep the mountain is, and how many moguls and bumps there are.
Black diamonds are known to have icier patches, and the run may be groomed less
often, on purpose.
As I thought about that woman’s shirt, I realized it wasn’t such a bad analogy for
human behavior. Difficult people are, in fact, quite like black diamonds!
Difficult people may be inflexible and narrow-minded. They might have dramatic
highs and lows, resulting in bumpy personalities; their anger might be very steep, with
a short fuse. Ultimately, these people will trip you up when you least expect it. They are
unpredictable. And let’s not forget, they may ice you out at a moment’s notice.
While reflecting on this, I couldn’t help but muse: I certainly fit into some – or all – of
those categories at times!
When it comes to labeling people as “difficult,” we often want to keep people in their
place. If she is the difficult one, then I am absolved from all responsibility. Although we
are quick to point fingers at others’ difficult behavior, sometimes we ourselves are the
difficult ones in a given situation. We all have moments of inflexibility; we all have our
ups and downs. And who hasn’t succumbed to the steep territories of anger?
I’m not saying we should wear these traits with pride, but no one is perfect. And just
as it’s helpful to develop strategies to deal with difficult people, when we are the ones
who are difficult, we must learn to manage ourselves.
One Shabbos afternoon, I was walking with my children and a few of their friends,
pushing a double stroller. At one point, the sidewalk in front of us was blocked by a
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huge Nerf gun lying on the ground. Nearby, a young boy was perched on his front
stoop, watching our approach. I watched his eyes land on his Nerf gun, which was
clearly an obstruction to our path. Without missing a beat, he stood up and raced
towards the toy, picking it up, and said politely, “Good Shabbos.”
Wishing him a good Shabbos, as well, I thanked him. “That was so helpful!”
However, as we continued walking, one of the children said to me, “That was nice and
all, but he’s usually really mean.” She almost wanted the other person to stay difficult.
Children do this often, but we do it as adults, too. Why? Because if the other person
is as difficult as we make them out to be, then we can simply throw our hands up and
walk away without exerting ourselves – guiltlessly. However, if we see a commonality
between us, that they have a good side as well as a bad one, we have to take some
responsibility and set to work to improve the relationship.
How, then, do we begin to manage our own inner difficultness?
On the ski slopes I noticed a sign that said, “Be a control freak,” and another that said,
“Stay in control.” We must find the inner strength to be in control of ourselves at all
times, regardless of the terrain.
Recently, I watched a show called The Crown, a TV series about Queen Elizabeth II.
Seeing the interactions of the royal family with each other at all times was humbling. I
couldn’t help thinking how difficult it must be to always speak properly, eat in a refined
manner, and constantly be “on.”
I thought to myself, Goodness, they always have to be in control of themselves. They can
never eat with their fingers or say something out of line. Every aspect of their lives has to
reflect regal decorum.
We, as humans, are the children of G-d. G-d is the true King of the universe, which
makes us all princes and princesses. Just like Queen Elizabeth must abide by etiquette
that requires tremendous control, we too are expected as Jewish people to be a light
unto the nations – by behaving at all times in the proper manner.
This concept is beautiful to watch but very difficult to execute. Sarah Yocheved Rigler
gives us insight into how to practically put this into play. “We have zero percent control
over input,” she writes, “but one hundred percent control over output. We control
nothing in our lives except how we react. What comes into our life: no control. But
what we put out: total control.”
She came to this conclusion when interviewing a holocaust survivor. The woman said
to Rigler, “Auschwitz wasn’t a bad place.”
“Wait, did I hear you correctly?”
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“Yes. It wasn’t a bad place because a bad place is where you can’t do mitzvot. We have
no control of our environment or another person’s behavior, but we have total control
of ourselves.”
Contrary to popular belief – barring any major psychological disorders – the average,
emotionally healthy individual has a lot of control over oneself. We hold the reins
when it comes to our attitude and reaction to others. Stay in control, and we will have
the power to tame our inner demons.
Having control over our tempers doesn’t mean being a pushover. If my children are
acting with chutzpah, I don’t say, Oh well, I have no control. I’ll give up trying to control
how they behave.
No! It means stating my desired outcome from my children, while sticking to
consequences if they do not comply – without lowering my own dignity by screaming
or reacting with anger. We can remain calm in the face of the difficult child, friend, or
relative, yet consistent with our values.
Just like tumbles down the ski slopes happen, tumbles down the slopes of life happen,
too. But we can get back up, shake it off, and regain control! That’s the beauty of being
a human: We are expected to mess up, but have an opportunity to improve each time.
One day, we master the black diamond; on another, it masters us. Life is difficult,
others can be difficult, and we, too, can be difficult.
Reprinted with permission from Jewish Home LA.
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THE BOY NOW HAS
A NAME
Josh Joel

Our son Hillel Aharon’s bris was held on Erev Rosh Chodesh Elul.
The following is the story of his name, adapted from my remarks at
his bris. The photo to the left depicts Baila, Sara, and Hillel Levine.
I want to tell you a story. It is the story of a man who lived before World War II. This man
married and had children, and he was a furrier in the town of Shavel (Siauliai), Lithuania.
He was my wife’s grandfather, Misha Levine.
But the storms of the Holocaust blew across the Lithuanian countryside, casting their evil,
dark pallor on the glory of Lithuanian Jewry. Misha and his family were swept up and
thrown into the Shavel ghetto with thousands of other Jewish men, women, and children.
Misha was assigned to a slave labor detail, working outside the ghetto. One day, he returned
to the ghetto to discover that his wife and children were gone, nowhere to be found. He soon
learned that on that day, the Nazis y”sh had swept into the Ghetto in a dreaded children’s
aktion, ripping innocent Jewish children from the arms of their loving mothers. Misha’s wife
would not leave her beloved children’s side. She was sent away with them, and Misha never
saw his family again.
Later, Misha was sent to the Stutthoff concentration camp. He survived the war, one of
the many miracles of the Holocaust. After the war, he met another lonely survivor, Rochel
Sheva, in the displaced persons camps. They married and had a child who was born in
the camps. His name was Ben, and he is my wife Sari’s father. Eventually, they arrived in
Atlanta, where Misha and Rochel raised Ben and his sister Betty among a community of
Holocaust survivors, many of whom were members of Beth Jacob, and all of whom had been
left bereft and alone by the horrors of the Holocaust.
But, while Misha may have survived, the memories of his life, his family, and his world
before the war did not. He never spoke of his family again, their memories wiped out to
history by the scourge of the Nazis. Misha was silenced forever by unimaginable trauma and
atrocities. The end of a family story.
This was all we knew.
Until three weeks before our baby boy was born.
Forever searching for some connection to his family and heritage, Ben, now in his 70’s,
joined a Facebook group for the Association of Lithuanian Jews in Israel. He had heard that
there was a book of chronicles in which a Jewish doctor in the Shavel ghetto documented
volumes of information about the Jews trapped there. But the book was difficult to find.
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Ben sent out a message on Facebook looking for someone with the book. Soon after, a
gentleman in South Africa contacted him. He asked for Ben’s father’s name and offered
to search in the thousands of entries in the book. Ben gave him his father’s name, Misha
Levine.
A few days later, he received the following in an email, an excerpt from the book, The Siauliai
Ghetto: List of Prisoners:

The name matched: Michelis Levine. The birthdate was one year off. The town matched,
and it said Michelis was a furrier. This was clearly Ben’s father, Misha. And, on the lines
below: Baila Levine, wife; Sara Levine, daughter; and Hillel Levine, son. Hillel Levine.
Born April 7, 1937. A child, a name, and a memory, forever lost to history. That child—
Ben’s brother and Sari’s uncle—was now found, and we finally knew his name.
That night, Sari and I logged onto Yad Vashem’s astounding database of information about
Jewish victims of the Holocaust. Searching this newfound information, we discovered
entries in the archives for Baila, Sara, and Hillel Levine with witness statements, detailing
that Misha’s family had been shipped off to the Stutthoff concentration camp in June or July
1944, almost certainly gassed by the Nazis.
Looking more closely, we noticed that the witness statements were submitted by a man
named Eliezer Plotel. Eliezer Plotel, who was Baila’s brother, survived the war and lived
out his life in Ramat Hasharon in Israel, the beloved gabbai of the Ramat Hasharon Shul.
He died just two years ago at 108 years old. Ben reached out to his family, discovering a
connection they never knew had survived the war. The family has since sent us a photograph
of Baila, Sara, and Hillel Levine, Misha’s first family. And, in the next few weeks, the two
families are gathering to be reunited in Israel.
Hillel Levine, seven years old. Murdered al kiddush Hashem, for one reason and one reason
alone: because he was a Jew, a representative of Hashem in this world.
But Hashem is eternal. And, if Hashem is eternal, the Jewish people are eternal. The Nazis
may try to wipe the awareness of Hashem from this world, but Hashem’s glory forever
stands. Hashem finds ways—albeit roundabout ones—to perpetuate his name, the name
of the Jewish people, and the name of every angelic Jewish child murdered by the Nazis
because they served as ambassadors of G-dliness on this Earth.
We named our beloved new son Hillel Aharon Joel after Hillel Levine. This boy who had no
name and no memory now has a name, a legacy, a destiny, and an eternity. Why? Because
Hashem is eternal. And, no mortal force of man can silence the eternity of Hashem or the
eternity of his beloved children. That is the story behind the name of our new baby boy,
Hillel Aharon Joel.
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BE CAREFUL WHAT
YOU PRAY FOR,YOU
MAY GET IT
Beruriah Sawyer

“Be careful what you pray for, you may get it.”
These were my mother’s words to me from her deathbed, more than twelve years ago.
I had converted to Judaism four years earlier.
My mother was not Jewish - she was a church leader and a minister’s wife. From
my childhood on, I remember that she continually worked to help others, teaching
study groups, leading ladies’ prayer gatherings, and organizing the church school and
kindergarten, creating groups of people to care for shut-ins, those who were ill, and
those who had financial difficulties. She was called a ‘prayer warrior’ by her friends. I
can attest that many of her prayers were fulfilled - Hashem hears all of His children.
Mother taught me from a young age to pray from Psalms (Tehillim). Psalm 100 was
her favorite and the first I memorized (in English) when I was just three years old.
At age 89, my mother knew she was going to die and called us to her hospital room.
So what was my mother trying to tell me with this phrase as she lay there dying? I
already understood that Hashem answered heartfelt prayer, and not always the way we
envision.
Mother asked, “Remember I told you that you almost died when you were born... that
G-d had something special for you to do in this world?”
“Yes mother, I remember”
My parents had been told I would not survive through the night after my birth. I was
blue, and my heart had a hole between the ventricles that the doctors didn’t expect to
close up. Open heart surgery was not done on babies back then, and they had little
confidence that I would be healthy enough to survive. They had even told her to
terminate the pregnancy months before because of her health and ‘advanced’ age. She
decided to pray instead.
Mother continued to speak haltingly and with great effort, “I cried and prayed so hard
all night after you were born... finally... felt at peace with whatever G-d had in store…
and slept.”
Mother paused to regain some strength.
“I never told you the prayer... It was a prayer like Channah. If G-d would give me your
15
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life, you were His.... I believe... that’s why you are Jewish.”
She was crying at this point, and smiling as she said, “Be careful what you pray for, you
may get it.”
It became harder and harder for her to speak. She asked me to have my Rabbi nearby,
as she wanted her children to have support. My brother asked her if she wanted us to
call her minister. She answered. “Where I am going, I won’t need him… just take care
of my grandchildren.”
I asked if she wanted me to read Psalms to her since it had become impossible for
her to speak. These were the prayers of my youth and a source from which we both
drew strength. She nodded. I pulled out my ArtScroll Tehillim and began at the first
Psalm, reading one after another. She died as I was reading Psalm 100, “...enter His
gates with thanksgiving, His courts with praise...” Her shallow breathing stopped, and
the machines went off. The lights and sounds were a fog to me, her long-time doctor
in tears, and they declared the time of death. The verse continued, “...His kindness
endures forever, and from generation to generation, His faithfulness.”
On Rosh Hashanah, the Haftarah we read contains Channah’s story - her prayers
and the song she sings as she experiences Hashem’s sovereignty. He rules over life
and death, riches and poverty, health and illness, ease and suffering. He measures our
deeds and hears our prayers. This is the time when our Father, the King judges all of
His creation. We gather together as a nation, thank Him and praise Him, and daven
from the heart. My mind goes back to my mother’s words as I pray, ”Be careful what
you pray for, you may get it!”
May all our prayers be answered with sweetness for the coming year.
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MORE MESSAGES FROM
THE ROAD
David Kayser

One of the things we do each Rosh Hashana is think about the year that has passed
and the year that is to be, b’ezras Hashem. We look for opportunities to improve our
service of Hashem. Maybe we need to work on our punctuality, our love for each other,
or controlling our anger.
Several years ago I chose to work on paying closer attention when Hashem speaks to
me in subtle ways. Sometimes it’s something someone says, other times, a slogan or a
sign. Our Sages teach us, “Who is wise? One who learns from everyone.” [Pirkei Avos]
I collect nuggets of wisdom as I travel off the beaten paths, both on and off my
kashruth routes, through places like Benevolence, Tennga (half in Tennessee and half
in Georgia), Happy Valley, Gold City, Tiny Town, Only, Deepstep, and Good Hope,
to name but a few. I shared some of these messages in Shema Koleinu several years ago,
and I have gathered more lessons over the past few years.
“Never put a period where G-D put a comma”
Since I last mentioned this phrase, several people have offered suggestions. When
Hashem uses a comma, He wants you to pause. Take a deep breath, a short rest, or just
think before continuing – but don’t stop.
“All these years and I thought I was the only Jew in (fill in small town, USA)”
When you stop in small towns often enough, you are bound to hear this sentiment.
We Jews are intrinsically connected to each other. Why else would someone move to
a town with no Jews and then be so excited to see another Jew? We shouldn’t have
to isolate ourselves to learn how much we love our fellow Jews. We shouldn’t need
tragedies to remind us. We should strive to become fervent Jew lovers even in not-sosmall towns.
“Your past doesn’t define you, it prepares you”
Rabbi Akiva did not know how to read Hebrew until he enrolled in a preschool class
at the age of forty! He had previously despised Rabbis so much, he says, that when
he encountered a Rabbi, he would bite him as hard as a mule. This man became the
greatest sage of his time, and the entire Oral Law comes through him alone. Without
those first forty years, he might not have become as great as he did. What has our past
prepared us to achieve?
“Men envy all traits except humility”
Pirkei Avos 4:4 says, “Rabbi Levitas of Yavneh says, ‘Be exceedingly humble in spirit,
for the end of all of mankind is worms.’” Chazal tell us that Moses was the humblest
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man who ever lived. Do we value humility? Do we envy it in others? If not, why?
“No matter who is elected, G-D is still in charge”
Mishlei 21:1 says, “A king’s heart is like rivulets of water in Hashem’s hand; whichever
way He wishes, He will turn it.” We live in a physical world and often forget the
very real spiritual world. The policies and decisions made by rulers everywhere are
not those rulers’ own doing, but rather a reflection of our spiritual standing. We get
what we deserve—what we need. How many stories have been told of leaders (e.g.
Achashverosh) throughout the generations who ruled against their own desires in a
manner that ultimately benefited the Jews? The motto of the United States is, “In G-D
We Trust;” shouldn’t we, of all people, reflect that motto, too?
“Agreement takes two”
So do arguments. According to the Divrei Yoel, in all of history, the only person who
has ever been involved in a machlokes (a disagreement) and who was completely in
the right, was Moses, in Korach’s disagreement with him. He says that every other
disagreement, before and since, involves both parties sharing some fault (yes, even
yours and mine). Should you find yourself in a disagreement, look for the truth in the
position of the other person. Maybe then you can find a path to agreement.
“Got time? Talk to G-D”
The Gemara (Menachos 43b) tells us that we are required to recite one hundred
blessings every day. Many commentators explain that Hashem wants us to be conscious
of Him throughout the day, and making one hundred blessings every day is a good way
to achieve this. Rav Avigdor Miller, zt”l, encouraged his students to talk to Hashem. If
you hear a siren, he would tell them, say a prayer for the safety of the first responders;
see something beautiful, thank Hashem; have a problem, tell Hashem about it, and ask
Him for His help resolving it; have a free moment, say a prayer for a friend.
“For how long are you here?” and “Are you here for a special reason?”
Rav Emanuel Feldman tells us that these two questions are the ones that he hears
most frequently when he returns to Atlanta. Once, between Mincha and Ma’ariv, he
suggested that we should all ask ourselves these questions and take the appropriate
actions based on our answers.
“Every home is a school. What do you teach?”
Are we excited when Shabbos or Yom Tov comes? Do we exert ourselves to do a chesed?
Do we speak kindly of others and always choose our words carefully? Do we smile at,
and speak kindly to, the collector who knocks at our door? Chazal tell us that a child
doesn’t say something (negative or out of character) in the street unless he or she heard
it at home.
“If you pause to think, you will find cause to thank”
The opening blessings, with which we begin davening every morning, give thanks
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to Hashem. The closing section of every Shemoneh Esrei (Amida) begins with the
blessing of Modim, in which we recognize that everything comes from Hashem, and
we thank Him. We have so much for which to be thankful. The next time that you pray,
why not add something personal for which you are thankful? If you pause to think, you
will find cause to thank.
“If prayer was your job, would you be employed?”
Why not do something to stay employed? Continuing education is not just for
doctors and lawyers. We can all find a part of our davening that needs improvement.
Concentration, understanding, pronunciation, underlying concepts, and the laws of
davening are some places to start.
“There are seven days in a week and someday isn’t one of them”
One of the Jewish people’s greatest moments was when we said “na’aseh v’nishma,” (we
will do and we will hear). At that moment, we tapped into a secret that only the angels
had known, and it propelled us to tremendous levels. As soon as inspiration strikes,
take a leap of faith and tap into the strength of na’aseh v’nishma. See where it takes
you; you might be amazed.
Whether you decide to learn the laws of lashon hara, to concentrate more on the
blessings before and after eating, or to add five minutes of reflection before davening,
I look forward to growing with you over the coming year, b’ezras Hashem. May we
all take notice of the subtle messages that Hashem sends our way and have a Gemar
Kesiva V’Chasima Tova.
P.S. “If you are looking for a sign from G-D, consider this to be it.”
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WHERE’S ZAIDY?
S.F. Berkowitz

Our family was devastatingly blindsided by my father-in-law’s sudden passing this past
January, on Erev Shabbos Parshas Shemos. He had been hospitalized for a procedure,
was doing well, and they were getting ready to discharge him when his heart stopped
and all efforts to resuscitate failed.
Shlomo and I had visited my father-in-law in Columbia Hospital a few weeks earlier,
and he was his usual outgoing self - grilling the nurse about medical protocol to make
sure she knew her stuff, asking the chasid from bikur cholim for a d’var Torah, and
reviewing halachos with us.
My last memory of my beloved father-in-law is of him sitting on the edge of the bed,
and with a twinkle in his eyes, he said to me, “I love you, Sarah Faygie”. Several decades
earlier when he said those words to me for the first time, he had a kind of proud and
shy grin as he explained, “I’m allowed to say that to my daughter-in-law”. Yes, you are,
Daddy Berkowitz. I will be eternally grateful that you said those precious words to me.
We had so many regrets. Our daughter Esther had booked a ticket to visit with Zaidy
for a few days the following week. Our son Tzvi was scheduled to leave to Eretz Yisroel
for yeshiva that Sunday, and we had asked him if Zaidy could move into his room
temporarily. We dreamed of having Zaidy move to Atlanta. He could help Rabbi Asa
with shaatnez checking, and maybe even set up shiluach hakain (the mitzvah of sending
away a mother bird) as he had done for years in Washington Heights.
But none of that was meant to be. Instead, our whole family flew to New York for the
levaya, and drove to Philadelphia for the kevurah. The week of shiva was an emotional
and exhausting blur of stories, tears, some laughter, and many visits from friends and
extended family members, and in the middle of it, we sent our bechor off to the airport
as he headed to Eretz Yisroel.
On Erev Shabbos, we were back in Atlanta when we got a call from a dear friend
who was getting married Sunday night in Washington Heights. Our plan had been to
attend the wedding, and Shlomo was scheduled to be a significant part of officiating
at the chuppah. That was all cancelled as soon as we heard the tragic news, but now the
kallah was calling back close to tears to see if there was any way we could still come.
She already had several other important cancellations, and was feeling panicked.
After a brief call to Rabbi Ilan Feldman explaining the situation (the kallah was a
very close friend from Atlanta, an orphan, and a convert), we were told that going to
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this wedding immediately after Shlomo got up from the week of shiva was definitely
permissible, and probably an obligation.
So just one week after my father-in-law’s petirah, we found ourselves in Washington
Heights - where he had lived for over 50 years, and where Shlomo grew up. There was
some comfort in being back ‘home’, and as I watched Shlomo give the kallah a bracha
at the badeken, while I walked with the kallah down the aisle, and then listened in tears
to Shlomo reading the kesubah, I knew that this was all part of a Master plan, and that
my father-in-law would have been beaming with pride.
There’s so much to be written about Dov ben Tzvi, z”l. But I’ll end with one story that
will explain the title for this essay. Several years ago, my father-in-law spent Sukkos
with us. Each day of Chol Hamoed he would go to minyan, and then stay for a few hours
of learning, come home for lunch, and then rush back for mincha. There were just a
few hours in the afternoon for excursions before he would start looking at his watch to
make sure to be on time for maariv.
On one day of Chol Hamoed, I went to go pick up my father-in-law from the Kollel
but several people told me he wasn’t there anymore. So I drove back home, thinking
someone gave him a ride, but he wasn’t there either. After a little more time passed, we
started to panic, as the people who had seen him leave were quite sure of themselves,
and we were quite sure he wasn’t at home. An urgent post was put out by Frum Atlanta
asking if anyone had seen Zaidy Berkowitz, and many calls were made. But it took just
one more trip back to the Kollel to realize Zaidy was sitting in a chair learning Torah,
and had been for hours. We’ll never know how or why people thought they saw him
leaving (they even described the car that took him), but we really weren’t surprised
that all along Zaidy had been in his favorite spot in the world - a shul, learning Torah.
So where’s Zaidy now? We know with certainty he is basking in the holy glow of the
Ribono Shel Olam with so many gedolim and tzadikim of our past as he learns Torah
in the yeshiva shel maa’leh.
We miss my father-in-law terribly, and wish we could have had more time to spend
with him, and to learn from his ways. As a young adult in the army, he dedicated
himself to learning and observing mitzvos and he literally devoted every minute of
his life to that pursuit. May we all merit to know and emulate individuals like Dov
(Bernath) Berkowitz, and have the ability to spend time with and care for our parents
and grandparents until 120.
One of the many mitzvos that Zaidy Berkowitz was extremely careful about was saying
brachos out loud and enabling others to answer Amen. Please consider taking on this mitzvah
even for one day as an aliyah neshama for Dov ben Tzvi, z”l.
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PARTY IN PORTUGAL,
SIYUM IN MISHNAYOS
Noach Levin

I was sitting on the first leg of a transatlantic flight to Lisbon, Portugal to spend a
week with over 80 co-workers celebrating the opening of an overseas branch. The other
employees were leaving on Shabbos morning. As a team lead, I needed to be there for
all of the activities, which meant flying in before the first Shabbos and leaving after
the second. I was thinking through how I would spend two Shabbosim alone in an
apartment building that I couldn’t leave due to the electronic locks.
And then the real adventure began.
I was on the plane when my eyes began unexpectedly tearing up. I had just researched
the Lisbon massacre of 1506, but the emotions that should correspond to tears were
lacking. In the airplane bathroom, I quickly realized that I had caught the bacterial
eye infection from my kids that my wife was left dealing with back home. I was going
to enjoy more than one ‘red eye’ on my way to Lisbon.
I arrived in Lisbon, a town that has cobblestone sidewalk… very charming, but
miserable with luggage. I dropped my luggage off, and ran to a local hospital, navigating
insurance and the few English speakers I could find, while trying not to be prescribed
antibiotics that I’m allergic to.
And of course, because of my masochistic tendencies, I had recently challenged my
wife and friends to the Whole 30 diet, limiting what I could eat in Portugal to eggs,
fruit, some vegetables, and the spices I brought with me. So, still a mess and feeling
very sorry for myself, I ran around shopping for food and then rushed back to the hotel
to try to fit in a full workday before the sun came down.
In the daytime, the apartment seemed to be in a cute area, but as the sun came down
I realized that it was situated in the party district. As I began my Shabbos, foreigners
began enjoying themselves and diverse, particularly pungent, smells emanated from the
street up to my balcony. I attempted to sleep as much as possible while non-English
speakers attempted to sing “Wonderwall” until 4:30am.
In the morning, knowing all I had was two mesechtas of pocket mishnayos, I planned
to take up as much time as possible with davening and lunch. I finished at 11:30am.
Shabbos wouldn’t end until 9:26pm.
And then there were the church bells.
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In Lisbon, there aren’t just church bells on the hour. Instead, every 15 minutes a set of
bells rings, 1 time at 15 minutes, 2 at 30 etc… Then, on the hour, a far louder bell rang
the number of hours that had passed since 12. The bells were situated in the church
directly outside my window, presumably a great place for the partiers to repent the next
morning.
I was in a dark place, with no way to escape the constant reminder of how much time
was left in the day. I’m not a learner, I’m a business guy. If I could sit down and learn
straight I wouldn’t be in this company and have had to fly across the ocean to spend
two Shabbosim alone in this apartment. I had a choice to make: misery or greatness.
So I made up a game. How much of Mishnayos Kesubos can I cover in 15-minute
increments? To make it meaningful, I would learn a mishna, read the commentary, and
then re-read the mishna to ensure I understood it.
Over those two Shabbosim, my relationship with learning completely changed. I
completed Mishnayos Kesubos and half of Nedarim. But more rewarding was telling
the story to my Rabbeim, wife, children, and to you now reading this. For the first time
in my life, I had accomplished something of note with my learning: resilience.
The experience taught me one thing. We often find ourselves in seemingly dark
situations with little escape. Life presents itself in a particularly potent way and our
minds fill with negative thoughts and feelings. But maybe in those moments we can
realize that we’re not alone. Hashem puts us in every situation with the exact tools we
need. So maybe the darker those places are, the more the opportunity for greatness.
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CHERISH YOUR
LOVED ONES
Chaya Schwartz

In the spring of 2016, my husband, Rabbi Avraham Schwartz, z”l, celebrated the sixth
anniversary of his lung transplant. He had gone through a number of setbacks during
the six years, but he seemed to be doing reasonably well. One of Avraham’s therapists
had suggested that he try walking in the neighborhood, and two kind men from our
community were walking with him. It seemed to be helping, as Avraham was walking
a little farther each time, and he even talked about being strong enough to walk to shul
soon!
Then in the middle of June, our lives changed forever. Avraham became ill and was
diagnosed with pneumonia, and he was hospitalized in the ICU at Emory. I will never
forget the doctor’s words at the “family meeting” that we eventually had at the hospital.
Avraham had started to reject his transplanted lung, and the doctor told us that it was
“not reversible.”
During the following months, our day-to-day schedule changed drastically. Avraham
had to use a biPAP machine whenever he slept or even napped, or he would be in
immediate danger. Accordingly, someone needed to be at home with him at all times.
The doctor had told us that even with the machine, Rabbi Schwartz would be doing
very well if he managed to live another year.
My husband faced the situation bravely and with a positive attitude, and he made sure
to meet with Rabbi Feldman to discuss end-of-life decisions according to halacha. I
was at the meeting, but after that day, I don’t think that Avraham and I really discussed
those issues again.
It was hard for me to face the reality that my husband did not have very long to live. I
guess that I just didn’t want to believe that we were going to lose him. I was exhausted
and somewhat overwhelmed, and I ended up being totally preoccupied with my daily
tasks -- giving Avraham all of his medications, making phone calls to doctors and
insurance companies, making sure to come home before the caregiver needed to leave,
etc... Every day, in an almost businesslike way, I just focused on what needed to be
done, trying to keep life as normal as possible and to keep Avraham as active and
strong as possible. I really didn’t think too much beyond that. I worked in the present
and didn’t think about what the future held.
Rosh Hashana 5777 came and went, and I believed that we still had a lot of time. Then
Avraham ended up in the emergency room on Erev Yom Kippur, and later that night
he suddenly and unexpectedly passed away.
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I accepted the fact that it was Avraham’s time to leave this world, and I took some
comfort in the knowledge that Hashem had taken him on the holiest day of the year.
Now that I had the time and opportunity, however, to stop and think in detail about
the last months of my husband’s life, I had to deal with a lot of regrets.
Why hadn’t I spent more quality time with Avraham during his last months? Why
hadn’t I been kinder and more compassionate when helping him during his illness?
Why didn’t we sit down together and reminisce or talk about issues of significance
such as our marriage, life and death? And finally, why didn’t I fully appreciate my
partner of 40 years until after he was gone? Why hadn’t I cherished him sufficiently? I
wished that I could go back and have just one more day with my husband, so I could
tell him how I felt and do some things differently.
This Yom Kippur will be Avraham, z”l’s second Yahrzeit. We still miss him deeply, but
the passage of time has definitely helped me and my family cope with our loss. I am
trying to emerge from my grief as a better person, and I feel strongly about wanting
to pass on to others some of the lessons that I’ve learned. They may be simple but we
need to take them to heart.
Please make the most of the time that you have with your loved ones. Please cherish
your spouse and other family members, and tell them that you love them. Don’t waste
precious time on negativity and petty arguments. Try to spend quality time with your
family and enjoy being together. Cherish your loved ones and cherish every day.
May HaKadosh Baruch Hu bless our community with a wonderful New Year in which
we make good use of our time and improve our relationships. Let’s focus on what is
important and be grateful for all of our blessings.
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MY ALIYAH YEAR ONE
Julie Weinmann

By the time this piece is read, we will have been in Israel for one full year. It seems like
yesterday that we locked the door of our former home on Adelia Place and headed for
the airport.
Many people know that aliyah was not my idea. When Bobby (now Reuven to his
fellow Israelis) proposed to me - in Israel - in June of 1996, he asked me if I wanted to
stay and the answer was NO. What changed? Well, our only child told us, on a trip to
visit her in seminary, that she was making aliyah that August and… wait for it… gulp...
joining the IDF! That, in itself, could be a piece on its own. And so, to get Bobby off
my back, I said “Fine, August of ‘17”. Before I knew it, our house was sold, the lift
came, and we were on a group flight from Newark on August 22, 2017.
I guess I would say that pushing our bags through the arrivals area and seeing our good
friends the Peltas and Sussons waiting for us, yelling and cheering and waving flags
meant we were Home. But we also saw someone in green who ran to us as we ran to
her - our Shani, IDF soldier (and now a sergeant). That embrace on Israeli soil and
seeing her in uniform for the first time… well, my heart threatened to burst and that
made me realize that we had actually done this. And that our family was reunited, so
we really were HOME.
Yehuda Susson once told us that the act of making aliyah is easy. You fly over with
either a whole planeload of people doing the same thing as you, or a group flight,
which we did, and all that is easy. Once you land, Nefesh B’Nefesh gives you money,
you get your IDs, etc. But aliyah is more than people welcoming you and the “party
plane feeling”. It’s the day-to-day living.
The first couple weeks were a testament to the power of positive thinking and
something we learned through past trials and tribulations - the importance of being
able to laugh at ourselves.
Going to the bank and trying to open an account, signing up for health insurance,
buying meat (here, there aren’t cuts, there are numbers); which hechsherim are ok... and
on and on. B”H, we reached out on our community Facebook group for Anglos and
help came in many unexpected ways. Someone would overhear us struggling and offer
to help. We met people on buses, in the street and in Rami Levi supermarket. We
laughed trying to push the grocery cart that only moves to the side. We took pictures of
people parking on curbs because there weren’t actual spaces. Bobby would laugh when
I’d say, “I didn’t know you could park on the curb”. Seeing tables of people smoking
right under a “No Smoking” sign. There are dozens and dozens of moments like this.
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The Yamim Noraim came a month or so after we arrived and we ate out every meal.
In fact, I don’t think I cooked a Shabbat meal until December. At Chanukah time,
Bobby lit our Chanukiah for the first time outside. A cab driver was waiting nearby and
he answered “Amen” to Bobby’s bracha while he sat in his car. These are the small but
meaningful things that make me feel happy here. I’m not always sure why I’m happy,
but I am. I spent many months in Ulpan level Aleph discovering I have trouble with
the speaking part – oiy! – and will likely continue Ulpan after the Chagim. I’m only
driving in our city, which is another limitation. My independent self has not followed
me here YET, but I’m still happy.
Many people ask how often we see our daughter. Not that often, because her base is far
south and we are outside Jerusalem. But it is wonderful when we do and it’s more often
now. I love it when I can wash her clothes for her! Bobby and I have been able to find
our own happiness outside of our child, and that’s what we planned all along. We’ve
met some lovely people here, but friends made in the span of a year cannot compare to
the relationships we left behind in Atlanta - some over 20 years in the making. We’ve
traveled back to Atlanta twice since we left and surprisingly, this last visit in June had
me wanting to go Home early. My favorite stores there overwhelmed me with the
number of choices. Am I really getting used to life here? Yes.
We have enjoyed every Chag here. Some have been more emotional for me than
others, but with each one I do feel more at home. And who doesn’t like a one-day
Pesach? As our first year comes to a close, we’ve experienced every holiday, season, type
of bug in the desert where we live, been able to see friends from abroad, tasted many
yummy foods and get to enjoy an amazing view from our mirpeset. I love not worrying
about finding rimonim before Yom Tov because our tree is full of them… and etrogim,
oranges, lemons, loquats, and grapefruit. Having our first BBQ for Yom Ha’atzmaut
and watching an air show from Jerusalem on our patio. Hearing the sirens on Yom
Hashoah and Yom Hazikaron, when everything comes to a halt. Seeing people piling
into buses, trying to find a space but giving up their seat (unasked) when an elderly or
pregnant person comes aboard.
Just walking our city, everywhere I turn there is beauty. From the people to the flowers
that line the roads on Fridays. I relish being able to buy anything at the supermarket including decorations AND a sukkah during holiday time.
The previous articles I have written have all been emotionally draining for me to
compose. I end up crying when I read back through the difficulties in life that inspired
me to write in the first place. This is a first for me. I have so many moments I’d like to
share that have made up this first aliyah year. There have been some tears, but thankfully,
only out of frustration and not out of pain!
We’ve been able to reconnect with some of our close former Atlanta friends who are
in Israel, make new friends, travel the country, and celebrate every day we’re here. I do
miss my friends in Atlanta, and my mom of course, but we do our best to stay in touch
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(thank you WhatsApp). I still get a tug in my heart when my soldier stays over and
leaves in her uniform. It won’t be long before she is finished with her service and we
are thankful to be here to shep nachat from whatever she does next.
I truly thank Hashem often for His help and guidance this year. He knew I was not
totally on board, so he gave us much help in order to make our klita easier. I also want
to thank my friends in Atlanta who have made such an effort to stay in touch with
me. Sometimes those WhatsApp audio messages have picked me up on a tough day
and made me feel loved when we didn’t have many connections here. And of course,
without Bobby, this year would have been decidedly different. His American working
hours have been a blessing, as well as his very good Hebrew.
We wish everyone a Shana Tovah and hope we can meet up with ya’ll here in Israel.
We’ll leave the light on for ya!
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EMULATING MIRIAM LIBBY
Mindy Caplan

Kochos, the talents and attributes that Hashem has given us. We all have them, but how
do we use them? How do we view other people’s kochos? How do we guide our kids or
others in using their G-d given kochos correctly?
A few months ago, my dear lifelong friend Rebetzin Miriam Libby Weiss was nifteres.
At her funeral, the first speaker, HaRav Reuvein Feinstein, shlita, asked that we
continue to emulate Miriam Libby. He said: “We can do the things she did, we just
don’t.”
Miriam Libby and I were friends since childhood. As a child and young adult, she was
vivacious and friendly, a ‘life of the party’ type. Everyone knew and loved her. She was
unique. How would she channel the kochos that Hashem gave her? Miriam Libby used
them to become the incredible person she was. Whether it was Tomchei Shabbos,
Zichron Shlomo Refuah Fund, or caring for elderly parents living in her home (just to
name a few) she used all her kochos for mitzvos.
As the wife of the Rav of the Agudah of Staten Island and renowned Maggid Shiur
Rav Moshe Meir Weiss, shlita, she was a beloved Rebetzin, wife, and mother. She built
up Rav Weiss’s new - and unique at the time - shiur tape mailings, hand-packing them
at all hours of the day or night, with her kids in tow.
Her smile, her laugh, and her giving nature were only a few of her traits. Everyone
loved her, because she loved and cared for everyone. The stories are incredible, but so
normal to and for her. At the shiva, her daughters coined the phrase, “pulling a Miriam
Libby.” What would she have done? They told us that if you complimented something
new in her house, she just walked over and handed it to you, saying; “Enjoy it, it’s
yours.” She kept nothing for herself, she didn’t need it. She was totally about the GIVE.
Miriam Libby didn’t drive, nevertheless, she could be seen pushing her shopping cart
from one chesed to another. Her secret chesed list, the kind we read about in stories from
hundreds of years ago, was given over to a specific person just days before her petirah.
She always knew what to say and how to say it, and she did it with exuberance that was
really love. It didn’t matter who you were, an adam gadol, a family member, a friend,
the garbage men, all were treated to her care and devotion. She was a walking Kiddush
Hashem. One of the nurses was off on one of Miriam Libby’s medical treatment days
but came in just because Miriam Libby always made her feel so special that she wanted
to see her. That was while she was so sick; imagine how she treated people when she
was well.
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She answered the phone with a greeting of “Hello, Gorgeous”, even with no caller
ID. She made everyone feel that she was their best friend. She always gave everyone
berachos, beautiful ones with love, advice and a sense of humor.
Whenever we would meet up, she would lovingly recall my father or point out how
a certain child had wonderful mannerisms. Yes, she knew what to say, remembering
things I had long since forgotten.
Miriam Libby Weiss raised beautiful, poised children who are baalei chessed, both sons
and daughters. On the morning after the levaya during shiva, her children were telling
stories about their amazing mother, stories that inspired the listeners, stories that
made you laugh, and stories that would be an aliya for her neshama. One daughter was
holding her newborn daughter Chaya, about whom she said, “She should have been
named for my mother, but Hashem gave us two more weeks.”
One particular story that was told during shiva comes to mind, partly because it will
make us laugh, and Miriam Libby would want us all to be happy and laugh. The
woman telling the story said that she and Miriam Libby met up at a wedding. The
focus of the discussion at their table was the gourmet cuisine, as steak was being served.
One of the other women at the table mentioned her dog and said that maybe she
should take home some bones for her dog to enjoy. Miriam Libby heard that and raced
into action. She got up from her seat, collected some bones, and then said, “Thank you,
Gorgeous!” to the waitress helped collect the extras. That was Miriam Libby. No matter
for whom, even someone’s dog, she went the extra mile, even with all the suffering that
she endured from her illness.
Elul - a time to aspire. Let’s all think about Miriam Libby and emulate her by going
the extra mile, channeling our kochos for good, and be there for others no matter who
they are. “Let’s go for it, do the extra,” as HaRav Feinstein Shlita said at her levaya, “we
can all do the things she did, we just don’t.” Let’s do what she did and make ourselves
better l’zecher nishmasa.
Miriam Libba bas Aharon should be, and most certainly is, a melitz yosher, a just
intermediary for all of Klal Yisrael. I know she is up there negotiating at the heavenly
throne for Klal Yisroel. Her neshama should have an aliya and her family a nechama.
I will miss her beautiful Rosh Hashana berachos this year, but yes, I saved last year’s
beracha on my phone, and I can still hear her love.
A gut gebentched yor, and Kesiva vichasima tova to all of you and to all of Klal Yisroel.
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HOW SNOWEY
CAME HOME
Helen Gerchikov

“I couldn’t find him,” my husband told me after coming in from the car. It was a third attempt
to find Snowey, my youngest son’s beloved stuffed bear. We had emptied the car and looked
everywhere but he was nowhere to be seen. It was obvious that he had fallen out of the car at
one of many stops during our 12-hour drive home from Silver Spring, Maryland. Feeling very
sad for my son, I went into his room to tell him that from now on he would have to go to sleep
without his precious toy. He tried to be brave, but ended up crying, and not even his sister’s
attempt to share a different stuffed animal made him feel better.
That night as we started to unpack, I remembered what a neighbor had told me many years
ago. For a child, a special toy is the same thing as something special for an adult. How would
I feel if I had lost the most precious thing to me, my wedding ring? I would be devastated.
Not only would I would look everywhere, turning the house upside down, I would also give
tzedakah to Rebbe Meir Baal HaNeis, make a dozen phone calls, retrace my steps, and basically
do anything to find that ring.
Then I had a crazy idea. “What if the bear fell out in Charlotte, where we stopped for mincha?”
I asked my husband. “Maybe someone found him? And,” I continued, getting excited, “we
met the Chiripkos there! What if Snowey is there and they can bring him home?” On our
Charlotte stop, my husband and sons ran into Sergey Chirpko at the shul, (they were visiting
his in-laws). “Coincidence” is Hashem’s nickname,” a rabbi taught me. Maybe it wasn’t so
coincidental.
The next morning, I encouraged my children to daven for the return of Snowey. My husband
called the shul. Someone did find the stuffed bear in the parking lot and turned him into the
office. I quickly got in touch with Lyudmilla Chiripko. They were still in Charlotte! Her
husband picked up Snowey from the shul and a week later he was safely home in my son’s arms
All this could have been seen as a series of coincidences. Out of the many stops on our trip,
Snowey fell out in a parking lot of a shul. Some kindhearted person did the mitzvah of
Hashavas Haveida and brought him inside. A family from Atlanta just happened to be visiting
Charlotte at the same time and was able to complete the mitzvah. But obviously, it was all
Hashem’s loving Hand that was guiding this series of events. He listens to the prayers of
everyone, especially children, and responds.
But that’s not all. My child was in pain. Out of love for our child, my husband and I tried to do
what we could to help him. Hashem is our Parent, he is there all the time - helping us, guiding
us, loving us. He also ‘turns the world upside down’ on our behalf, especially when we feel lost.
Rosh Hashanah is around the corner. Hashem is there caring about us so much. He feels our
pain, and arranges a world of coincidences to help us – even down to the tiniest detail. We just
need to talk to him, and like Snowey, we can come Home.
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A SHABBOS STORY:YOU
NEVER KNOW!
Chantza Lawrence

We never know what Hashem has in store for us once we decide to go down the right
road, His road.
In 1980, we moved to our first home in Randolph, NJ. It was a growing diverse Jewish
community. We were conservadox at the time. Shortly after we got there my husband,
Yehuda, wanted to have his tefillin checked. The place to go for that was the Lubavitch
Rabbinical College in Morristown, NJ. He met Rabbi Boruch Klar, the head of
outreach. After a few meetings with Rabbi Klar, he invited us to his home for Shabbos.
I felt comfortable where I was religiously, and had no desire to go and be told what I
should and shouldn’t do. After three years of Boruch patiently and persistently inviting
us, my wise husband said, “Let’s go, and if we don’t like it, we never have to go again”.
Of course I went with a chip on my shoulder a mile high and had the best time and we
became good friends with the Klars. Shabbos was surely elevated for us.
After spending a few Shabbosim with them, Boruch’s wife Devorah asked if I would
like to go to a women’s convention in Canada the following Shabbos. Since she knew
me pretty well by this time and I felt I could trust that she wouldn’t put me in a
situation where I would be uncomfortable, I decided to go - it sounded like it would
be a lot of fun.
I was told they definitely had a place for me in Canada to stay, but not a seat on the
plane. It was suggested that I go to the airport because there are always last minute
cancellations. My kind husband stayed with me until it was decided what would
happen. Well, there weren’t any cancellations and the only way I could get to the
convention was to go on another flight with a stopover in Albany. After not too much
thought I decided to go for it even though I don’t like flying, don’t like traveling by
myself to a strange place, don’t like stopovers, am afraid of heights, and was concerned
how I would get from the airport to wherever I had to go in a strange country. I figured
I was going on the right road and Hashem would help, thinking of my mother, a”H,
and her favorite phrase, “Hashem will provide.”
I wrote out the check and was about to hand it to the ticket agent when I heard Devorah
calling to me that they had a seat for me on their flight. It seems the travel agent did
not realize that “Bnos Chana” was the name of the group and not an individual so she
gave a seat to Bnos Chana. Baruch Hashem I got Bnos Chana’s seat.
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I got on the plane and saw that my seat was in the smoking section (yes it was that long
ago), by the window. I don’t smoke and I am afraid of heights, so I don’t like window
seats, and my seatmate was a man. He got up to let me in to my seat and started
speaking with the stewardess (they were still called stewardess, not yet flight attendant).
I’m thinking Hashem got me this far, He’ll help me get through the rest. As I finish
this thought a man comes rushing in from the main section and asks the stewardess
why the plane was filled with so many women. He was not happy. Overhearing this, I
asked if he would like to change seats with me. He was tremendously grateful, though
not as much as I was to Hashem. I smiled and thanked Hashem again for his kindness.
I left the smoking section and tried to find an empty seat. I finally saw one between
two women. One was a nursing mother by the window and the other lady was in the
aisle seat. I asked if the seat was taken. They physically pulled me into the middle seat.
I asked what was going on. They said a few minutes ago a man asked if that seat was
taken. They told him it was taken and now it really was. Hashem provided again.
It was a wonderful Shabbos and a lot of fun. There were lots of classes and speeches,
ruach and ahavas yisroel. Mostly it was so inspirational because it was very obvious that
Hashem was watching over me the whole time, as He still does - which is how we got
to Atlanta, but that’s another story.
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JURY TIME
Stephen Filreis

It was an official looking letter. From the federal government.
“You are to be included in the grand jury selection pool. If selected, we will contact you at
least 30 days before your scheduled appearance.”
Fun. And just what I needed. This letter was soon forgotten, until it was followed
months later by a summons to appear as a candidate for the grand jury in September
2017. This was the federal jury - the real deal. You always hear on the news about the
federal grand jury indicting so-and-so on racketeering, drug trafficking, insider trading,
embezzlement…. was I to be a part of that? I asked my Rav if I could or should try to get
out of it. “No,” he said. “Do it! It will be a Kiddush Hashem, you’ll see.”
Jury selection took over half of the first day. It was a long, drawn-out process, but it
seemed that the ‘kabuki theater’ had been well-rehearsed. At the end of it, I was not
eliminated and was actually appointed foreman by the judge. Not only did I have to show
up several days each month for the next year and possibly beyond, I was now in charge of
all the proceedings inside the jury room.
Our responsibility would be to stand between the federal government and its citizens (or
non-citizens) and ensure that every proposed indictment had enough evidence to bring
about a conviction. As foreman, I would swear in every witness, and sign every indictment
we confirmed and present them to a magistrate judge.
While some of the cases are interesting and involved, most of them are relatively cut
and dried. The US attorneys do a great job investigating and presenting the cases,
with professional witnesses from the FBI, ICE, HSA and many other government
agencies. Some of the cases are rather depraved and the jury just wants to get through
them. The evidence submitted always sits unopened and unviewed. The jury is tasked
with investigating the witnesses and then picking apart their stories in questions and
deliberations.
My jury, known in the court house as the Filreis grand jury, was composed of citizens of
the northern district of Georgia. They were mostly Metro Atlantans, with a few from far
North Georgia. Only one other person was Jewish – she was an educator in the public
school system. My kippah obviously identified me, and I wondered what the witnesses
thought when I administered the “whole truth and nothing but the truth” oath.
What happened over that year (which went by so quickly), was an amazing transformation
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of a room of misfits into a team of engaged citizens. I was quickly able to corral the outliers
and keep order and, for the most part, their attention. A few tried (one succeeded) to
wriggle their way out of the responsibility. But the vast majority of the group kept their
commitment and focus on this unique civic responsibility – one they did not ask for, and
which they likely didn’t understand until actually serving on the grand jury.
In US civil law, and in halacha, there are many types of courts – some require only a judge,
others require a jury (which can be called judges in halachic courts). But what struck me
was the similarity with the math of the jury size - the same as we learned in Sanhedrin!
The grand jury has 23 members. At least 16 have to be present to hear testimony and vote,
and 12 votes are required for an indictment. In the case of the 23-member Sanhedrin, it’s
the same — a majority have to agree to convict.
We have seen some awful cases; these have contributed to my saying “Shelo assani goy”
with more fervor on a daily basis. Some cases were about people whose actions got
them deeper and deeper into trouble, like a plot line in a bad movie. During that year, I
reminded myself many times how fortunate I am to have been brought up in a family
who valued education and Jewish values, to have the opportunities and experiences I have
seen in my life and to have the supportive family I have today. My grounding in Judaism
shielded me from this underworld of crime and sordid behavior, for which I am eternally
grateful.
Watching the news, you don’t see the total impact these cases have on people’s lives and
the lives of those around them. My adventure in a world I hardly knew existed was an eye
opener, and gave me pause to appreciate my home, my family and my community and,
especially, my connection to Hashem and His Torah.
The last official sessions took place, fittingly and perhaps ironically, during the week of
Parshas Shoftim. At the beginning of the portion, there is the famous command “Tzedek,
Tzedek, Tirdof ” — [ Justice, Justice you shall seek]. I believe that we had done just that.
Few other countries have a process by which the government is kept ‘at bay’ by its own
people. For all of this country’s scars and efforts to ‘get it right’ over the years, we served
in a capacity which, in its purest form, protects the people from the government running
over them. And I hope that, as the Rav predicted, my participation was a Kiddush Hashem
in the process.
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BA’AL TESHUVAH
FREE STYLE
Pam Williams

“I hate change.”
Mom and Dad said, “Find another word besides hate.” It was a synonym lesson at the
dinner table growing up.
“I dislike change.”
“Too mild.”
“I have an aversion to change.”
“Better, but you need a stronger word.”
“I abhor change.”
I am a t-shirt, blue jeans, flip flops girl.
25 years ago, I began a formal journey into the ba’al teshuvah world. I wanted to be part
of a community. I wanted to walk to the synagogue and wish people “Good Shabbos.” I
wanted to learn more about Judaism, and it was the Orthodox movement that had those
opportunities.
I wanted change.
So I sat behind the mechitzah for the first time.
I learned the Friday night prayer over our children, details about mezzuzot, Shabbat, Kashrut,
Mikveh. I’ve delved into commentaries regarding Chumash. I’ve attended lectures. I’ve
listened to Torah tapes. I’ve relished in the material on Chabad.org and Aish.com websites.
I’ve talked with Rabbis and Rebbetzins. I’ve taken classes. I’ve learned so much.
My husband was part of my journey and my love for him grew even more.
One reflective son asked recently, “What are your New Year’s resolutions? What are you
going to change about yourself this year?”
I am a t-shirt, blue jeans, flip flops girl.
One reflective son laughs as I say the Asher Yatzar blessing and says “You are the only
person I know that will recite the Asher Yatzar prayer religiously and not follow some other
mitzvot.”
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The world is not black and white. The world is gray. I did and do mitzvot. Some stick.
What can I say?
Why has this ba’al teshuvah thing been a struggle for me?
I am a t-shirt, jeans and flip flops girl.
Someone says, “You’re not wearing the uniform.” But I know Judaism values individuality.
Hmmmm.
More learning.
I am a letter in the Torah.
Individual strengths toward the common good.
Someone says, “If you covered your hair and modeled Jewish behavior, your kids would
value that, and it would help them stay on the derech (path.)”
“Off the derech.”
I hate that term.
No, I abhor that term.
I wonder, can you be raised observant and get off the derech?
Of course you can, because we are all on our own journeys.
Only GD knows our derech.
Maybe my struggle is good for my children to see.
One reflective son says his reflective brother is the “Light unto the nations” because he
works with mostly non-Jewish people and he emulates what Hillel said - “What is hateful
to you, do not do to your neighbor: that is the whole Torah while the rest is commentary;
go and learn it.”
I am a t-shirt, jeans and flip flops girl.
My Rabbi says “You are the best type of ba’al teshuvah. I wish I knew the struggle.”
His Abba says, “You are a good Jewess.”
Every day presents us with new experiences, new challenges, new possibilities.
And, so I try to change and embrace each day even as I wear my t-shirt, jeans and flip
flops.
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WHAT ARE THE CHANCES?
Tziporah Wayne

My family grew up Reform in Plymouth, Massachusetts. [Yes, the Plymouth where “The
Rock” is.] My grandparents were very involved in our synagogue, Congregation Beth
Jacob, where Rabbi Silverman was our trusted Rabbi. It is there where my cousin and I
would sing “Shalom Ra’av” together, where we received our confirmation together, and
where we used to run around in the basement when we were bored. The sound of Paula
Keller’s voice in the back of the synagogue during High Holiday services still resonates
in my ears. Even though I went to Sunday school, I am sad to say that I have zero
recollection of anything I learned. The only holidays I knew of were Rosh Hashanah,
Yom Kippur, Chanukah, and Pesach - and they primarily consisted of family, food, and
fun. I would say things have changed quite a bit!
I did, however, love Hebrew school. It is there where my Hebrew teacher gave me the
name Tziporah. I remember her looking at me, as if looking into me, and she brought
“Tziporah” into existence. I loved learning Hebrew and I loved learning my Torah and
Haftarah portions which I lained for my Bas Mitzvah. Someone made me a really pretty
yarmulke, which I happily wore since it looked nice with my dress.
The High Holidays at University of Massachusetts in Amherst consisted of a bunch of
people united in the Student Union who likely never went to services except for this time
of year. It was most definitely unifying, but also disconnecting. It seemed a bit random.
I knew that it was an important time of year, and that it was important enough to go to
services for a few hours. And I knew there was a G-d, but that was about it.
Years later after moving to Atlanta, I moved to Briarcliff Road and worked at the Jewish
Community Center ( JCC) on Peachtree Street. This is where I met Sharon Lichtenthal,
the first Orthodox woman I had ever become friendly with. On a JCC trip where I
assisted Sharon with the older adults to Washington, D.C., I witnessed her keeping
kosher and staying connected to her observance. To this day, Sharon holds a special place
in my heart. At that time, I was still driving down LaVista Road on Shabbos, ducking
my head down just in case I saw anyone I might know.
It came to be that I learned about Rabbi Dave Silverman’s beginner services on Shabbos
at Beth Jacob along with JewishU classes at the JCC, and the Discovery Seminar. After
a while, I ultimately came to believe that the Torah could be the word of G-d. It was just
impossible that a man - or men - wrote it. We didn’t have deep sea diving or worldwide
travel when the kosher laws were created in order to know what animals were deep
under the water or existed all over the world. Game changer. G-d cares about a personal
relationship with me, and my actions make a difference in the world. Yup, I would call
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that a game changer.
These days, Rosh Hashanah looks and feels very different. I know that Hashem decides
what the next year will look like not only for myself, but also for all Jews and the world.
Elul, at its best, is a time of preparation and reflection. At times, it’s amazing and hard to
look back and know that Hashem decided the previous Rosh Hashanah how that year
would go, for both the good and the bad. And in the end, I know that everything comes
from our loving and compassionate Father who only wants the very best for us and for us
to feel His love deeply in our hearts and souls.
And might you recall that the synagogue of my youth was called Congregation Beth
Jacob led by Rabbi Silverman? Today, I no longer drive around on Shabbos ducking my
head down but instead my dear husband and I walk to Congregation Beth Jacob on
Shabbos. This same dear husband also learns with the Rabbeim of the Atlanta Scholars
Kollel. And who would have known that my initial learning with Rabbi Dave Silverman
of the Atlanta Scholars Kollel would ultimately influence our choice to send our daughter
to Beth Jacob Preschool? Seriously now… what are the chances that both the shul and
influential Rabbis would carry the same name?
May G-d grant each of you a beautiful, sweet year full of health, abundant bracha,
connection to others and Hashem, and growth in ways that are simply unimaginable!
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THANK G-D IT’S US AND
NOT SOME OTHER FAMILY
Sarah (Azran) Pachter

“This is not public information,” Sharon said, leaning in as we watched our kids on a
school outing, “but my husband will be back in the hospital in about a week, he is having
another bout of it.”
She was referring to his brain cancer. His battle had been ongoing for six years. They had
just finished a round of chemotherapy and discovered they would need another surgery. I
was shocked. I would see her husband nearly every morning when I’d pick up his son for
carpool and you would never know.
I asked her how she was managing and what I could do to help.
She responded, “I roll with the punches and I have completely succumbed to the fact that
I have no control. This is my life and this is what we deal with. It’s a ‘new normal’. And
the kids keep us strong because you just can’t fall apart in front of them.”
What she said next blew me away. “I guess I’m just happy it’s us going through this and
not some other family.”
Flabbergasted, I asked, “What do you mean?”
“Well, we are used to this challenge. So if Jonathan gets cancer again… we have a protocol
and a system. We know how to deal with it. If it were another family experiencing it
for the first time they might think their life is officially over. Thank God it’s us and not
someone else.”
Sharon was sincerely glad that she was suffering and not another family. How does a
person reach spiritual greatness to be able to say these words and mean it?
I was experiencing a small recurring life challenge and Sharon’s words served as a great
way to reframe my mindset: At least it is me, I’ve been trained in this challenge, I can do it
again. I wouldn’t want someone else to have to experience this.
For months, I could not stop thinking about what she taught me. I knew she had more
wisdom to share so I met with her again and here is what I learned.
1. Do things that make you happy.
On “lighter” days I try to make sure that I do something that I know makes me happy. I take a
hike or I go to Target I’ve started to go out at night again because you can really lose yourself in
the process. At a certain point I said to myself: I’m no fun anymore. What happened to me? Doing
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things that feel “fun” helps to minimize the resentment. I have to make sure to make myself happy
or else I can’t help anyone else in my family be happy.
So often women feel guilty when “indulging” in actions of self care, but we must nourish
our inner souls, minds and bodies in order to try and nurture anyone outside of ourselves.
Resilience starts inward and can only then ripple outward.
2. Resilience happens over time.
Resilience isn’t a magical thing that appears one random day. You grow into it, and often because
you are forced to. You take each day one at a time and suddenly a few years down the road you
look back and say to yourself, “I guess I’m stronger now than I was then.”
Sometimes you can’t train for resilience. It just smacks you in the face and you have to
get up again.
3. There will be major highs and lows. Accept them both.
Just the other day, I spent the entire day crying.… I couldn’t stop. But I accept it. I make no
judgments of myself. I allow myself to feel whatever I am feeling. That’s okay.
We must allow ourselves to feel pain in order to move through it. Blocking or ignoring it
will only cause it to resurface later. We need to give ourselves permission to cry.
Allowing ourselves to feel pain and sadness enables us to emerge stronger and ready
for the next challenge. The future no longer looks unsurmountable and are ready to
experience joy in a deeper way when it comes knocking on our door.
4. The ‘new normal’ is normal too.
For so long I kept denying what was happening and wishing and wanting for things to go back
to the way they were. Finally I accepted my life and realized that my ‘new normal’ was normal
too. I just keep saying to myself: this is my new normal. Sometimes that drastically changes from
week to week and I must keep adjusting to a whole new baseline. But the bottom line is no
matter how hard the situation, accepting that “This is my new normal” helps.
By working on these four aspects of resilience, over time we can hopefully reach the stage
where we can say, “I’m just glad it’s me,” regardless of the challenges God bestows upon
us.
Since writing this article Sharon’s husband has passed away. It was a tremendous loss to our
community. May his wife continue to be strengthened with resilience and may she continue to be
a role model to us all. And may this article be a merit to his lofty soul.
Names have been changed to protect the privacy of the individuals involved. Reprinted with
permission from Aish.com.
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CHANUKAH: FESTIVAL
OF LIGHTS
Beverly Fermon

It was the last night of Chanukah and Erev Shabbos. I was feeling down and alone.
You know the feeling: the not-good-enough, should-have/shouldn’t-have feeling. I lit
all the Chanukah candles and then lit the Shabbos candles. I covered my eyes, recited
the blessing, and had my one-to-one conversation with Hashem. Then, when I opened
my eyes, I saw it. One candle had gone out, the last one on the right, and I could not
relight it. It was Shabbos.
That only reinforced my isolation. That candle was me. There was nothing to be done.
It would just stand there, alone, unlit.
With a deep sigh, I continued the Shabbos ritual: Kiddush, netilat yadayim, and
hamotzi. The dog took her usual spots. She lay on a rug close by during Kiddush, went
to the kitchen to watch me wash, and stood expectantly by the challah plate. Even she
didn’t get the usual smile from me when she sat patiently waiting for her two bites of
challah.
I ate, read the parsha, but then, when I looked up; the candle at the end was bent,
leaning to the left. The heat from the other candles had warmed the side closest to
the other candle, and it was leaning over. The top was leaning closer and closer to the
candle beside it. By now, the candle next to it had burned to two-thirds its original
height, short enough so that the top of the leaning candle was just above its flame. I
watched, suspended in time. The candle leaned closer, and the wick was an inch above
the flame - and then it lit! The candle on the end was not alone.
The other candles were there to help, a community of candles, just like the community
I belong to. Not only that, but once it was lit, it burned with such a bright light.
A smile began to flicker across my face. Yes, that candle was me, and I had just
witnessed a miracle. This is what a community does.
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